
Syndetics Compound Image Setup Instructions 

 

The compound image replaces the “more info” button. It consists of a 

book jacket with a message underneath. The default message reads, 

“Reviews & More,” with a default light gray background. 

 

The message (or caption) only appears when there is additional 

content for a particular title. If a title has no book jacket, but does 

have additional content, the caption takes the place of the book jacket. 

 

The caption and background color can be customized. 

 

In order to setup a compound image, follow these steps: 

 

1. If you are an existing customer and you are using a second link (the more 

info button) in order to retrieve Syndetics content, please disable it. The 

compound image is sufficient for retrieving both the covers and the additional 

content. 

2. Add some parameters to Query String of the Syndetics URL. This is the URL 

for the cover image link. 

 

What is a Query String? 

Consider a Syndetics URL: 

 

http://www.syndetics.com/index.aspx?isbn=0002154129/SC.GIF&client=clientcode&

showCaptionBelow=t&caption=Click+for+more+info 

 

The part before the "?" is the website address, the part after the "?" is the Query 

String. In this case there are 4 parameter/value pairs, separated by "&": 

isbn=0002154129/SC.GIF 

client=clientcode 

showCaptionBelow=t 

caption=Click+for+more+info  (this is a custom caption) 

 

The order of the parameters within the Query String does not matter. What matters 

is that they be separated by ampersands and that they have a Name, Equal Sign “=” 

and Value. There should be no spaces around the "?", "&" or "=". If there are spaces 

in the Value, replace them with the plus sign "+". 

 

Samples URLs: 

These strings have no actual line-breaks or spaces. 

 

Default caption: 

<http://www.syndetics.com/index.aspx?isbn=0002154129/SC.GIF&client=clientcode

&showCaptionBelow=t>  

 

Caption with Medium size Cover:  

<http://www.syndetics.com/index.aspx?isbn=0002154129/MC.GIF&client=clientcod

e&showCaptionBelow=t>  

 

Caption with Custom Message, Medium size Cover, and Background color:  

<http://www.syndetics.com/index.aspx?isbn=0002154129/MC.GIF&client=clientcod

e&showCaptionBelow=t&caption=Custom+message+goes+here&bgColor=red>  



 

You can also use the RGB value (must be base 10): 

<http://www.syndetics.com/index.aspx?isbn=0002154129/SC.GIF&client=clientcode

&showCaptionBelow=t&bgColor=238,238,238>  

In order to find more RGB colors, you can search the internet for “web safe RGB 

colors.” 

 

With a Small size Cover if your message is longer than 19 characters (20 or 

more - including spaces), then the default caption is used:  

<http://www.syndetics.com/index.aspx?isbn=0002154129/SC.GIF&client=clientcode

&showCaptionBelow=t&caption=Syndetics+Truly+Rocks&bgColor=pink>  

 

With a Medium size Cover if your message is longer than 49 characters (50 

or more - including spaces), then the default caption is used:  

<http://www.syndetics.com/index.aspx?isbn=0002154129/MC.GIF&client=clientcod

e&showCaptionBelow=t&caption=Syndetics+Really+and+Truly+Totally+Awesomelly

+Rocks&bgColor=pink>  

 

SC.GIF (Small Cover) 

MC.GIF (Medium Cover) 
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